I. INTRODUCTION
Optimal control theory aims to determine the inputs to a dynamic system that optimize a specified performance index while satisfying constraints on the motion of the system. It is closely related to engineering and has been widely studied [1] . Because of the complexity, Optimal Control Problems (OCPs) are usually solved with numerical methods. Various numerical methods are developed and generally they are divided into two classes, namely, the direct methods and the indirect methods [2] . The direct methods discretize the control or/and state variables to obtain the Nonlinear Programming (NLP) problem, for example, the widely-used direct shooting method [3] and the classic collocation method [4] . These methods are easy to apply, whereas the results obtained are usually suboptimal [5] , and the optimal may be infinitely approached. The indirect methods transform the OCP to a Boundary-value Problem (BVP) through the optimality conditions. Typical methods of this type include the well-known indirect shooting method [2] and the novel symplectic method [6] . Although be more precise, the indirect methods often suffer from the significant numerical difficulty due to the ill-conditioning of the Hamiltonian dynamics, that is, the stability of costates dynamics is adverse to that of the states dynamics [7] . The recent development, representatively the Pseudo-spectral (PS) method [8] , blends the two types of methods, as it unifies the NLP and the BVP in a dualization view [9] . Such methods inherit the advantages of both types and blur their difference.
Theories in the control field often enlighten strategies for the optimal control computation, for example, the non-linear variable transformation to reduce the variables [10] . Recently, a Variation Evolving Method (VEM), which is enlightened by the states evolution within the stable continuous-time dynamic system, is proposed for the optimal control computation [11] - [16] . The VEM also synthesizes the direct and indirect methods, but from a new standpoint. The Evolution Partial Differential Equation (EPDE), which describes the evolution of variables towards the optimal solution, is derived from the viewpoint of variation motion, and the optimality conditions will be gradually met under this frame. In Refs. [11] and [12] , besides the states and the controls, the costates are also employed in developing the EPDE, and this increases the complexity of the computation. In Ref. [13] , a compact version of the VEM that uses only the original variables is proposed. The costate-free optimality conditions are established and the corresponding EPDE is derived. However, in that work, only a class of OCPs with free terminal states is handled. In Refs. [14] and [15] , the compact VEM is furthered developed to address the OCPs with terminal Equality Constraints (ECs) and Inequality Constraints (IECs). Normally, under the frame of the compact VEM, the definite conditions for the EPDE are required to be feasible solutions, and this is inflexible for application. In Ref. [16] , the Modified EPDE (MEPDE) that uses arbitrary definite conditions but still seeks the optimal solution is proposed to facilitate the computation of the OCPs without terminal constraint. In this paper, it is further developed to accommodate the OCPs with terminal constraint.
Throughout the paper, our work is built upon the assumption that the solution for the optimization problem exists. We do not describe the existing conditions for the purpose of brevity. Relevant researches such as the Filippov-Cesari theorem are documented in [17] . In the following, first the principles of VEM and the MEPDE for OCPs with free terminal states are briefly reviewed. Then the MEPDE that accommodates arbitrary definite conditions for the OCPs with terminal constraints are developed.
Later illustrative examples are solved to verify the effectiveness of the equations.
II. PRELIMINARIES

A. Principle of VEM
The VEM is a newly developed method for the optimal solutions. It is enlightened from the inverse consideration of the Lyapunov dynamics stability theory in the control field [18] . As the start point of this method, the generalized Lyapunov principle for the infinite-dimensional stable continuous-time dynamics may be stated as Lemma 1: For an infinite-dimensional dynamic system described by ( ) ( , ) x x t δ δ = y f y (1) or presented equivalently in the Partial Differential Equation (PDE) form as
where " δ " denotes the variation operator and " ∂ " denotes the partial differential operator. t ∈ is the time. x ∈ is the independent variable, ( )
is the function vector of x , and : ( )
, is an equilibrium function that satisfies ( ( ), ) x x = f y 0 . If there exists a continuously differentiable (If not, only except at ˆ( )
The VEM analogizes the optimal solution to the asymptotically stable equilibrium point of an infinite-dimensional dynamic system, and derives such dynamics that minimize the specific performance index (act as the Lyapunov functional) within an optimization problem. To implement the idea, a virtual dimension, the variation time τ , is introduced to describe the process that a variable ( ) t x evolves to the optimal solution to minimize the performance index under the dynamics governed by the variation dynamic evolution equations (in the form of Eq. (1)). Fig. 1 illustrates the variation evolution of variables in the VEM to solve the OCP. Through the variation motion, the initial guess of variables will evolve to the optimal solution. The VEM is first demonstrated for the unconstrained calculus-of-variations problems, and then applied to typical OCPs [11] [13] .
The variation dynamic evolution equations, derived under the frame of the VEM, may be reformulated as the EPDE and the Evolution Differential Equation (EDE), by replacing the variation operator " δ " with the partial differential operator " ∂ " and the differential operator " d ". Under the dynamics governed by the EPDE, the variables will achieve the optimality conditions gradually. For example, consider the calculus-of-variations problems defined as
where the elements of the variable vector ( ) 
where the column vectors
are the shorthand notations of partial derivatives, and K is a n n × dimensional positive-definite matrix. Correspondingly, the reformulated EPDE is
The equilibrium solution of EPDE (5) will satisfy the optimality condition, i.e., the Euler-Lagrange equation [19] [20]
Since the right function of the EPDE only depends on the time t , it is suitable to be solved with the well-known semi-discrete method in the field of PDE numerical calculation [21] . Through the discretization along the normal time dimension, the EPDE is transformed to the finite-dimensional Initial-value Problem (IVP) to be solved, with the common Ordinary Differential Equation (ODE) integration methods. Note that the resulting IVP is defined with respect to the variation time τ , not the normal time t .
B. The MEPDE
Normally, the EPDE derived under the frame of the compact VEM is only valid within the feasible solution domain, in which the solutions satisfy various constraints including the dynamics constraint and the boundary conditions. The definite conditions of the EPDE for an OCP, i.e., 0 ( , ) ( , )
, are required to be feasible. Using the EPDE formulation to achieve the evolution process as depicted in Fig. 1 , the feasible initial conditions of ( , )
t τ x and ( , )
t τ u at 0 τ = needs to be determined first and they will reach the optimal solution of the OCP at τ = +∞ .
However, for the OCPs with terminal constraints, finding a feasible solution is not an easy task. In Ref. [16] , the EPDE is modified to accommodate definite conditions that are infeasible in the dynamics and initial boundary conditions. The basic principle that turns an infeasible solution to be feasible is the asymptotically stability of first-order dynamic systems, that is, an error variable ( ) e t (and a parameter trivially) will be driven to be zero in terms of the following equation 
and
This means during the evolution process, the violations on the initial boundary conditions and the dynamics constraints will be gradually eliminated. More than being intuitive, with the MEPDE (9), the evolution towards to the optimal solution is theoretically guaranteed by an unconstrained Lyapunov functional.
III. MEPDE FOR OCPS WITH TERMINAL CONSTRAINTS
A. Problem definition
In this paper, we consider the OCPs with terminal constraints that are defined as Problem 1：Consider performance index of Bolza form
subject to the dynamic equation
where t ∈ is the time.
n ∈ x is the state vector and its elements belong to 
where : 
B. Evolution equations in feasible solution domain
In Ref. [15] , we have derived the variation dynamic evolution equations for Problem 1 within the feasible solution domain o
where K is the m m × dimensional positive-definite matrix and f t k is a positive constant.
( )
where the index set p I is defined as
and its number is denoted by p n I . Note that the active IEC is defined for the Feasibility-preserving Evolution Optimization
Problem (FPEOP) [15] . The parameter
is the solution of the linear matrix equation
and the ( ) ( )
Starting from a feasible solution, the variables under the evolution equations (19) , (20) , and (21) maintain the feasibility conditions (14)- (17) and will ultimately satisfy the costate-free optimality conditions
Correspondingly, the index set p I will evolve to ˆp I , which denotes the index set for the optimal solution. In particular, the relation to the costates in the classic optimality conditions is uncovered as
where E π and I π correspond to the Lagrange multipliers and Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) multipliers that adjoin the terminal ECs and IECs respectively.
C. Modification of variation dynamic evolution equations
To increase the flexibility of computation, we hope that the evolution equations may be valid in the infeasible solution domain, and thereby a feasible initial solution is not required. In this sub-section, we will address the problem of driving an infeasible solution that violates Eqs. (14)- (17) to be feasible, and Eq. (8) is still the basic principle that we resort to. At first, we again employ Eq. (9) to eliminate the errors in the dynamics constraint (14) and the initial boundary conditions (15) , and its variation form is 
where
In order to be compatible with the derivation in the feasible solution domain, we expect that the searched variation motion of 
Then we hope during the evolution, the ECs (39) will satisfy ( )
where Solve Problem 2 analytically with the Lagrange multiplier technique, we may derive the evolution equations similar to Eqs. (20) and (21) (with f replaced with x and I = π 0 ), in which the parameter vector
is determined by the linear matrix equation as
where the E E× dimensional matrix M and the E q dimensional vector r are ( )
In this way, the terminal ECs are expected to be satisfied gradually. Now we expand the results to further accommodate the violated IECs, that is ( )
Analogously, we expect that for the violated IECs (and active IECs), their variation motions satisfy
where I is the index set defined as .
From Problem 3, we hope to obtain the evolution equations that may eliminate the violation on the terminal IECs. However, for this adapted FAEOP, one may argue that i) Since the IECs with index in I are all violated, why only components in P I are considered in Problem 3?
ii) Using the infinite-time asymptotically convergence evolution, the violated IECs may never return to the feasible domain.
Thus a limited-time convergence dynamics should be used in Problem 3 as 
where sign( ) ⋅ is the sign function.
For these argument, we will show that even if an infinite-time convergence dynamics is employed for the IECs in P I , all the violated IECs in I will succeed in approaching their optimal value. Moreover, although Eq. (53) is usable theoretically, it may result in the unexpected chattering that is disadvantageous to the numerical computation. 
The parameters E π and I π are also determined by Eq. (25), with the index set p I defined in Eq. (52), and Eqs. (28), (29) correspondingly modified as We again return to the change of the performance index (13) in the infeasible solution domain. Now Eq. (35) may be re-presented as
t t t t t t k
By investigating Eq. (64), it is found that starting from an infeasible solution, J will not monotonously decrease even under Eqs. 
D. Mathematic validation
With the modification in last sub-section, we anticipate that the modified variation dynamic evolution equations (33), (58) and (59) will evolve an arbitrary initial guess of solutions to the optimal, by achieving the feasibility and optimality simultaneously. It is not hard to verify that optimal solutions satisfying the feasibility conditions (14)- (17) and optimality conditions (30), (31) are the equilibrium solutions of Eqs. (33), (58) and (59). However, lacking the convergence guarantee by Lemma 1 (with Eq. (13) as the Lyapunov functional), it is natural to ask that under the dynamics governed by Eqs. (33), (58) and (59), is it ensured that the variables will approach the equilibrium solution from arbitrary initial value, instead of converging to the limit cycle as the Van der Pol oscillator [18] ? Now we will answer this question with rigorous mathematic argument as follows. Before we carry out the mathematic analysis, certain assumptions are presented.
Assumption 1:
The solutions during the variable evolution satisfy the controllability requirement [22] , i.e., the existence of the solution for Eq. (27) is guaranteed. 
The multiplier parameters E π and I π determined in Eq. (25) are bounded as
where 2 ⋅ denotes the 2-norm of vector.
Lemma 2:
For the unconstrained functional 
Note that
According to Assumptions 2, and with the Holder's inequality, there are
Then we have ( ) 
In particular, there is
Substituting the inequalities (84)- (88) 
Recall the anticipated variable evolution along the variation time τ illustrated in Fig. 1 , the initial conditions of ( , ) t τ 
IV. ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES
First a linear example taken from Xie [23] is considered. with the boundary conditions u t solutions to the optimal, respectively. At τ = 300s, the numerical solutions are indistinguishable from the optimal, and this shows the effectiveness of the MEPDEs. In particular, it is found that the initial and boundary conditions are asymptotically met, as we expected. Fig. 5 plots the profile of performance index value against the variation time. Since starting from a zero solution, its value increases from zero, and then monotonously approaches the minimum, and it almost reaches the analytic value of 3.25 after τ =100s. In Fig. 6 , the evolution profiles of 
This is very close to the analytic solution of Now we consider a nonlinear example adapted from the Brachistochrone problem [24] , which describes the motion curve of the fastest descending.
Example 2:
Consider the following dynamic system Thus, a large IVP with 405 states (including the terminal time) was obtained. We still employed "ode45" in Matlab for the numerical integration. In the integrator setting, the default relative error tolerance and the absolute error tolerance were 1×10 -3 and 1×10 -6 , respectively. For comparison, we computed the optimal solution with GPOPS-II [25] , a Radau PS method based OCP solver. Fig. 9 , the terminal time profile against the variation time τ is plotted. The result of f t declines rapidly at first and then gradually approaches the minimum decline time, and it only changes slightly after τ = 40s. At τ = 300s, we compute that f t = 0.8165s from the VEM, same to the result from GPOPS-II. Fig. 10 presents the evolution profiles of the Lagrange multiplier E π and the KKT multiplier I π . In particular, it is shown that I π increases continuously from zero from τ = 4.2s, instead of changing suddenly. This phenomenon corresponds to the gradual convergence of ( ) f y t to the allowed value of -2, as shown in Fig. 11 . At τ = 300s, we have E π = -0.1477 and I π =0.0564, same to the results in Ref. [15] . 
V. CONCLUSION
The Variation Evolving Method (VEM) is developed to be more flexible in solving the Optimal Control Problems (OCPs) with terminal (equality and inequality) constraint. Since the proposed Modified Evolution Partial Differential Equation (MEPDE) is valid even in the infeasible solution domain, in seeking the optimal solution, the requirement for a feasible definite condition is not necessary any more, and the transformed Initial-value Problems (IVPs) may be initialized with arbitrary initial values of variables.
This brings great convenience because finding a feasible initial solution is usually not an easy task for the OCPs with terminal constraint. Numerical examples show that the MEPDE can effectively handle various infeasibilities, including the violated terminal inequality constraints. However, for the evolution from an infeasible solution, one must pay special attention to preserving the controllability of the dynamic system. If this is not satisfied, it may fail to generate the right solution.
